The Broken Paris Accord(PA) is Final Chance to Transit. 2017/6/6
<They Hide Arctic Methane Deadly Risk toward Operation End Game>.
“THE SUMMARY” on Toward Really Effective Action:
It is the Regime Quo that has been accelerating coming Climate Hell,while people has been
being deceived by such hypocrite Paris Accord which never tell decisive and imminent Risk
of Arctic Methane Catastrophe.The final Relief is global declaration of Climate Wartime the
emergency by mass experts who can verify deadly climate fact and the fixing technology.
It is not impossible,but highly realizable in neat works on the verification by mass experts.
Any politicians could not help,but follow the declaration certified.
☞:Most regret in deathbed is told what they had not challenged at that time.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yk8KnBFKb_g
❶Real effective Climate Fixing needs Global Regime Transition.

Paret-1:Deadly Climate Facts the Verification.
❷While the Emperor has been conspiring to conserve the Regime Quo.

Paret-2:Operation End Game toward Global Extinction?!!
“Revolution is more terrible than defeating war”.
❸Epoch making engineering is urged to settle rapidly the deadly contradiction in both ❶❷.
Now world has been heading toward global extinction hell in Arctic Methane Catastrophe
(AMC),which has been being kept secret in the climate deal(PA).After all,it is only science &
engineer societies who could declare global climate wartime toward rapid and real effective
climate salvation. Imagine the problem is big,however coming hell is far big.
Once people had recognized the outrageous seriousness of coming climate hell world,
that is,they once had recognized problem of do or die,
they would endeavor to research and develop the engineering.
Also author believe that there would appear geniuses who could realize the technology.
In this sense author himself is optimistic as for the engineering in individuals actions(Part-1),
But, very anxious as for politics(Part-2) in ensemble actions.

Paret-1:Deadly Climate Facts the Verification.
Climate facts is not author’s opinion.Real effective climate agenda is as follows.

Ⅰ：Recovering Stable Climate by Rapid 80%C02 Cut as Global Policy.
Ⅱ：Arctic Cooling Engineering to Stop Methane Catastrophe.
Ⅰ：Time for Plan B Cutting Carbon Emissions 80％ by 2020
https://www.earth-policy.org/datacenter/pdf/80by2020notes.pdf
Lester R. Brown, Janet Larsen, Jonathan G. Dorn, and Frances C. Moore

Not how much we can cut,but how much we must do for stop catastrophe !

Author confirmed and follows their
agenda.
⑴Reliability of left curve (function of CO2
conc only)was assured by below site.
http://www.777true.net/Accounting-principleverify-reconstruction-the-Past-Climate-Recor
ds.pdf

⑵The verification curve in actual past data of temperature with CO2 concentration.
The big fluctuation ±0.2℃ in the actual
data is explained in next page⑶
error estimation ?!!

＋0.2℃ error is due to a deficit in the
model calculation,It is heat flow to below
800m depth in global ocean.

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v3/

⑶Big climate variables fluctuation is proved to be caused from massive summation of
local randomness(central limit theorem in statistical mathematics) in fluid dynamics*) of
*) You observe smoke trajectory disappearing as time goes on,which is due to micro randomness.
atmospheric or ocean flows.The conclusion is normal(Gauss)distribution with 20 years
cyclic solar variation.The temperature deviation graph is actual past data.
http://www.777true.net/Uncertainty-Causes-in-Climate-Dynamics.pdf

This shows ± 0.2℃ deviation,so the max swing could be 0.４℃,this is large swing.
☞：Everyone may wonder the cause of so big fluctuations in climate variables,however author could not
find sites explaining the cause.So he tried to research.Now he wish co-author in the thesis contributing.

⑷Why does it need the radical 80%CO2 cut ?!!,
⒜The most dangerous event is positive feedback realization,warming causes more
warming by natural process.
⒝Now it is Arctic Ice Melting by sea water warming by solar heat increasing.
→

Thereby man made Arctic Cooling Engineering is decisively necessary.

⒞Note Arctic temperature rise is twice or 3 times larger,so global temperature must be
limited at its minimum value not to interfere Arctic.
⒟This is least time interval to recover the stable temperature by about 60 years.
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-CO2-Absorption-with-Mineralisation-of-CO2-by-OLIVINE.pdf
CO2 sink geo engineering is also very hopeful technology.

Ⅱ：Urgent Arctic Cooling Engineering to Stop Methane Catastrophe.
⑴Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
IPCC scientists(who were once ignorant on Arctic Cooling Engineering at that time) are
deadly betrayers against humanity.They have been hiding Methane Extinction Risk !!!
⑵There are huge amount Methane hydrate reservoir of 1000GtC order in Arctic ocean sea
floor. Sea floor water warming due to ice surface melting is to cause methane emission to
atmosphere,which turn to cause rapid global temperature rise by the strong Green House
Effect.As the consequence,once large scale emission with high concentration would
happen,the final stage shall be fireball earth by igniting high density gas. Then global
extinction shall be caused by oxygen deficit.
Now Arctic surface ice decline had become positive feedback,ice melt causes more solar
heat input to black ocean surface,which turn to increase more heat input.Thereby nothing
salvation,but only man-made Arctic Cooling geo-Engineering to intercept heat input the
ocean.It is intercepting summer solar heat by making clouds ,or making thicker ice
surface by spreading sea water in winter.
⑶Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can!

2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html
Fortunately researchers are increasingly confident that a stratospheric aerosol haze,
produced from sulphur dioxide, SO2,could provide significant cooling of the Arctic for
modest expenditure of the order of a few billion dollars per year.This type of cooling could be
replaced by cloud brightening using ultra-fine seawater droplets when the technology is
ready for large-scale deployment within a year or two.
This is technology intercepting solar heat into Arctic sea by spreading sea water droplets by
making clouds in summer Arctic ocean..
＊Note World military budget＝1.7Ｔ＄/ｙ,World Oil spending＝26Ｔ＄/ｙ !!
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf
⑷Author once tried to estimate sea water spreading method to make thicker ice in winter
Arctic.This is very large scale engineering with higher cost,however it could be sure by its
simple principle .

⑸There have been nothing the technology verification test,but design proposing.
Once people had recognized the outrageous seriousness of coming climate hell world,
that is,they once had recognized problem of do or die,
they would endeavor to research and develop the engineering.
Also author believe that there would appear geniuses who could realize the technology.
In this sense author himself has been being optimistic as for the engineering in individuals
actions, But, very anxious as for politics(Part-2) in ensemble actions.

Climate 'tech fixes' urged for Arctic methane 17 March 2012
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-17400804
Depending on the size and location, Prof Salter said that in the order of 100 towers would be
needed to counteract Arctic warming.

Sea-going hardware for the cloud albedo method of reversing global warming
http://rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/366/1882/3989.full#sec-7

"Albedo Yachts" and Marine Clouds: A Cure for Climate Change?
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/albedo-yachts-and-marine-clouds/

How to Cool Arctic.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
Now AMEG(UK)has been urging political support for the R&D and implementation.
http://www.ameg.me/

⑹There are too many suspicious behaviors and insidious secrets in Arctic Problem.
⒜The short history to have revealed Arctic Methane Catastrophe Risk.
In fact,there were twice time global mass extinction events by Methane bursting in history.
Permian(25million years ago)、PETM(55million years ago).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clathrate_gun_hypothesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permian%E2%80%93Triassic_extinction_event
In recent 1990s.Jerry Dickens and Jim Kenett had discovered methane extinction events in
paleo climate research toward so called clathrate gun hypothesis.
https://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/features/200409_methane/
Not before long,climate research had noticed positive feedback realization in Arctic ice melt
due to global warming.It is this that had caused their decisive desperate keeping silent ?!!
Arctic Ocean the kernel region in global warming:
Over tipping point of no return ?(in Japanese,2008)
http://www2.kaiyodai.ac.jp/~koji/BE.pdf
It is certain,once positive feedback had realized,nothing natural could stop it !!.
At that time,they seem not to have idea of geo Engineering of Arctic Cooling.
This may be starting point of the tragedy toward their marching with desperate silent.
Now major climate scientists with IPCC will not declare the deadly risk in Arctic without
correcting their view also possibly due to the external suppression against them.
⒝Too many suspicious behaviors and insidious secrets in Arctic Problem(the list).
<Who has been in their behind ?!!!＝operation EndGame?!!!>
❶UN Climate Council=IPCC has been neglecting deadly risk of Arctic Methane.
A Japanese senator Syuich Katoh(2000)once warned congress to take care on the Methane
Risk in IPCC climate model. However they have been doing nothing substantial.
http://www.sangiin.go.jp/japanese/joho1/kousei/syuisyo/150/syuh/s150005.htm
It is famous that IPCC has been being interfered by EXXON-MOBIL the oil giant.
It is this origin that had destroyed mankind destiny toward hell<operation EndGame>.
Note they have been entirely building secret devices to conserve the Regime Quo.
It is invisible,but global influence power of empire ruling after the war.
As the consequence,major scientists accord opinion with IPCC,while some distinguished
ones declare radical,but righteous opinion on climate. James Hansen,Michael Mann,Jim
Kennett,Peter Wadhams,Natalia Shakhova,....

❷For an example,National Institute of Polar Research in Tokyo will not support on authors
offer(ArctIc Cooling Enegineering),but has been denying at all with irresponsibility and
incompetency(?).
http://www.nipr.ac.jp/english/
Nothing ArctIc Cooling Engineering,but diagnosis on now dying Arctic.
http://www.nipr.ac.jp/english/research/organization/index.html
We need no diagnosis,but urgent fixing operation by doctor surgery(=engineer).
It is our paying deadly tax that enable their study.They must payback valuable as the cost !!
❸There are many worldwide websites who warn Arctic Risk,however we face difficulty in
finding necessary data to calculate.For an example,it may be heat budget in Arctic.
heat input into Arctic－the output＝stored heat in Arctic＝melting ice＋ocean warming.
❹Clathrate gun hypothesis by Jerry Dickens & Jim Kennett are not main stream
❺Ice vanishing time prediction by IPCC was terribly wrong.
➏So far authors survey,global NGO Climate org seems ignorant on Arctic Methane Risk.
It could not be that they did not know it at all.
❼No Governmental Support for R&D in Arctic Cooling Engineering in the world.
This is fatal for the salvation,while some insidious power seems acting on.
Note who substantially has been ruling the world in their behind ?.
CIA network of private peacetime military of emperor Rockefeller !
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
After the war,not only USA,but also Europe and South America had become ruled by USA
the imperialism by operation Gradio and Condor,etc.
❽Department of Geo Physics in Hokkaido University once showed 6~,8℃? temperature
rise in Arctic ocean in their website,but now vanished.
❾There is no remarkable activist on Arctic Warning(the highest priority),but AMEG(UK).
http://www.ameg.me/
❿Once author heard in a website, there is a grave mood of silence on Arctic Methane in
climate science society.The problem is too big and difficult for the salvation to debate for
them who ,in fact, are ignorant on geo-Engineering.
☞:To tell from beginning,government with administration organization may have been
being ruled CIA,thereby public research institution could not be told the exception.That is
researchers has been being ruled directly or indirectly by CIA.Their finance for study is
strongly ruled by government.

Paret-2:Operation End Game ?!!<Both Israelite & German(American) may be wrong>
⑴Methodology and Theology :
Also author consider any motion is caused by something force.Fundamental motive
force of mankind may be {love(to co live) or hate(not to co live},or{ life or death}in the
state.Now It is evident the world had been heading toward their mass extinction.Then author
could not help,but conclude it is something hate that has been causing the destruction.
<If action due to will of co live work ,such stupid destruction would never happen !!!!!>
It could not be normal,.Then who caused hate for whom ??.If we really would have been
extincted,then hate would have won !!. It is nothing ,but fatal failure and sin of us all !!
Note now the world is told to have been being ruled by German(American) and Jewish
people(Israelite).Both of them were once hatred with each others in history.
Note now in America,something big hate had splitted their society.To tell from beginning,
American the worst military nation has been being hated by global people after the war
due to their brutal imperialism .Now in Israel,they have been living by surrounding with
hatred against them.Also author could not help,but has been living by surrounding with
hatred against truth.So far looking the world,it is full filled with hates,so it could not help to be
upside down world. hate-struggle and war, killing others-military-....
These belong to upside down world heading own destruction.
Conclusion is that global extinction could be told not rational by anyways.
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf
*Israelite and American is told God believer,both believe the Bible which predict coming
Doomsday.However Doomsday coming is not genuine will of God,but warning for mankind
who does not follow the Bible teach＝co live with justice,truth and Brotherhood,
It is very clear that Main Endeavoring of the Bible teach is repentance of all people.
They made crooked upside down interpretation of the Bible who advocate righteousness of
the Bible by realizing Doomsday.
Note they may believe life in the other world(also author do),however we would see
very miserable planet without life at all due to huge contamination by radio active matters in
total nuclear war,or total nuclear plant destruction after fireball earth by Methane
Catastrophe.Thereby we are now heading hell not only in this world,but also even in the
other world.Nothing relief even by all our dying.God teach is right,so we must repent.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

⑵Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War→Operation EndGame.

<Origin of the Hate by the Wicked Spirit in High Place>.
Now author try to reveal hidden insidious hate power against people.
It is desperate endeavoring to entirely conserve the now regime.
❶It is Jewish People who had endeavored to liberate mankind from historical barbarous
violence ruling by kingdom regime.Mosses preached justice without violence.Christ
preached people justice,turth,and brotherhood toward co living<democratizing>.
❷NAZIS was established to persecute Jew(the revolution race) by American Capitalists.
NAZIS establishment was accomplished by Germany people’s hate power against Jew
insidiously conspired by the wicked spirit in high place(the Capitalist elite).They hated
Jewish people who concerned democratizing revolutions(Christianism,French,Russian
Revolution,etc).Those are so say a class struggle(K.Marx). The key word is that

Revolution is More Terrible than Defeating War<F.Konoe Japan imperial>.
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

Above all,they hate own status decline by democratizing
❸USA Imperialism machine=CIA-military industry complex the warmonger was established
by secret importing NAZIS person with war technology after the war(Operation paperclip).
Those are told private military of USA emperor Rockefeller(German American).
❹By secret CIA operations of Gradio and Condor,Europe and South America had become
ruled by American Imperialism after the war.Except Russia and China(the former
communism nation),the world could be told to be substantially be ruled by USA.
Now hidden global government is called Bliderberg Group(secret society of global elites of
nobility and wealthiest family hereditary power).Evidently they are against democracy.
Their global strategy is told to be decided in their secret annual meeting.
❺Operation EndGame in facing Climate Decay toward Global Extinction.
⒜Operation EndGame
This world has been being ruled by Bilderbergers with Rockefeller the General Head Quater of
NAZIS.Their final aim is not peace making,on the contrary,to conspire eugenics world for the
few elite's surviving(Operation EndGame).This might be due to capitalism instinct.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites”
To live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker
ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

⒝In 1970s,EXXON-MOBIL(the emperor Rockefeller)had noticed, CO2 emission would
cause climate destruction.Then they might have decided to conceal it in order to evade
change in massive oil consumption regime.Note this is nothing,but revolution is more terrible
than defeating war. Thereby,it could not help to call them wicked spirit in high place .
http://www.msnbc.com/greenhouse/watch/exxon-knew-four-decades-ago-about-co2-536557123
707?utm_source=climatenexus&utm_medium=referral

⒞In 1990s,USSR had decided own dissolution of cold war regime due to financial difficulty.
Then the warmonger had become panicked by losing decisive business partner,Thus
they had determined to produce enemy by 9/11(2001) the inside job to keep perpetual
wartime regime with false flag terror and regional wars especially Middle East..
⒟Making regime toward Operation EndGame both in Nuclear War and Climate.
Then they advocated threat of the former,but hided the latter.
⒠Making regime toward Operation EndGame by enlarging Wealth Gap in Economy.
In today,fundamental markets in advanced nations had reached its saturation point,which
turned to be inevitable economy decline.This is a cause to need police state-nization to
suppress mass poverty people both in economy and in coming foods shortage due to
worsened climate .
⒡Thereby It’s not Invisible Climate,but Imminent Job-BUSINESS.
Thus both people and wicked elites had become conservative without regime change
toward EndGame.
➏Now USA is strongest Climate Witch Hunt Society in Carbon Narcotism
In world leading nation America,communism,climate alarmist,(and pro Russia & China)
are considered enemy of the regime,so they are target of Witch Hunt.Established Media
are strong witch hunt machines belonging the Oil Emperor .
*Now they had known well climate has been heading toward global extinction hell,
And they might accept coming mass dying due to own deep sin.However we could not go
heaven,but hell due to supreme sin of destroying planet the creation of God.
See Paret-2⑴Methodology.

❼Problem(Climate) is too Big !!???
＝Risk Think Paralyzing by Ensemble Synchronic now ruling on in the World.
So far authors collected information by contacting relatives,they(government,BUSSINES,
scientist..) had huddled together toward keeping silent with the pessimism.Climate scientists
are professional in own field,however they lack the Total View in the policy.Summary to
tell,without person ability,incompetent they have become pro regime quo due to IPCC ruling.
It could not be reasonable that now is too late in 30 years long debate since beginning of
international climate negotiation.At now,increasing methane emission by mega ton order in
Arctic is observed,but not giga ton order/year,so it does not need desperate.However,once
increasing concentration by 2 digits,it could be told dangerous.
The positive feedback realization in Arctic ice melting had frozen them to desperate silent,
however,it is not right, if they care on Arctic Cooling Engineering.
A wrong,but mass momentum will not change their opinion.This could be fatal !!!.
Thus conclusion in Part-2 is pessimistic.Then how to overcome the difficulty ??.
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf

In order to initiate actions,at first,we make an organization with unified agenda.
It should be global network toward accomplishing the task by global cooperation.
Then manpower with technology and the finance for managing is necessary.
The aim of this report is to supply the fundamental information.
http://algeri2016.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rkaZIyUrvK4

How to make global climate wartime declaration(an example).
This is global voting for approving in NGO environment.
⒜Approving by more than 50% is “yes to do” in each unit.
No to do unit should explain the cause to re-verify by yes unit,
⒝Global approving is done by more than 50% yes units in the world.
⒞Unit are corporate,research & education institution,region,organization,

Paret-3:How to Turn the Think Paralyzing ?!!

In a Time of Universal Deceit —
Telling the Truth Is a Revolutionary Act.
George Orwell? V. G. Venturini? David Hoffman? Charlotte Despard? Antonio Gramsci? Anonymous? Apocryphal?

http://quoteinvestigator.com/2013/02/24/truth-revolutionary/

Simplest,but Strongest Correcting False Think is Logical Turning.
This is too evident,but also too hard to do in actual upside down false ruling world at now.

False

True

They tell lie PA could save the world

Fact is radical,but right to save the world.

Paris Accord without care on the Arctic Risk

Urgent going Arctic Cooling Engineering

None stop ice melt in positive feedback

It is possible

Pursuing below 1.5℃ in words,

urgent 80%CO2 cut is possible.

But not in concrete action.
Conserving Regime Quo to Save Jobs

Creating New Jobs to Mend Deadly Earth

for today and tomorrow life.

toward All of Our Surviving

At now,author will not tell the green box is really proved true,
but we must decisively make it true by ENGNEERINGs.
Thereby,Unite Engineers,Scientists,Economists,Technicians,Students,Military Men and
all Workers in the world by following process.
❶Verification on deadly Climate Facts(Part-1).
❷Verification on possible Climate Fixing Technology(Part-1)..
❸Verification on possible Economy Design in Climate Wartime Regime.
*following is very coarse simulation,so this must be version up by everybody.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patient_cl
imate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf

❹Verification on the possible Against Power(Part-2)in the implementing.
http://www.777true.net/Imminent-Task-of-Us-All-to-Make-Global-Unite.pdf

Certainly it is imminent betting of do or die at now.
Note nothing betting is nothing,but toward global extinction hell.
This had been already proved as Arctic Methane Catastrophe not in Paris Accord..

